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Abstract—The structure of multicrystalline silicon and the distribution of the nonequlibrium chargecarrier
lifetime over the surface and in the bulk of samples are investigated. Regular dependences of the electrical
characteristics on the structure of grains and grain boundaries are established. Grain boundaries in multisili
con grown by the Bridgman–Stockbarger technique from a melt of metallurgical grade silicon are investi
gated. Metallographic and microscopic descriptions of grain boundaries can be used in fitting the crystalliza
tion conditions for growing multisilicon with the perfect structure for solarpower engineering.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The distribution of electrical parameters in multic
rystalline silicon (multisilicon, MS) ingots used as a
material for solar cells is determined, first of all, by the
structure of the MS [1]. Such factors as the existence
of grain boundaries of different types in an ingot, grain
size and parameters of the mutual orientation of
grains, and density of microdefects and features of
their interaction with impurities strongly affect one of
the main electrical characteristics of MS, i.e. the non
equilibrium chargecarrier (NCC) lifetime τ. The high
sensitivity of this parameter to structural defects sug
gests that its distribution in the bulk of an ingot, which
is typical of MS [2]. The aim of this study is to establish
the main characteristics of the macrostructure of MS
crystals. Studying the morphological features of grain
boundaries is necessary for understanding MS macro
and microstructure formation upon directional crys
tallization by the Bridgman–Stockbarger technique. In
addition, in the main focus of this study is recombination
phenomena caused by MS macrostructure features.
2. EXPERIMENTAL
We investigated MS crystals with different impurity
contents that depend on the initial material chosen for
directional crystallization. In particular, a Krs 145
crystal was grown from the semiconductor silicon
scrap and a Krs 26n crystal, from metallurgical grade
silicon (ZAO Kremnii, Shelekhov, Irkutsk oblast).
To study the electrical activity of extended defects,
we performed discrete measurements of the effective
NCC lifetime in the bulk of MS ingots. The effective
NCC lifetime was measured on a Taumetr2M setup
by the contactless microwave resonance method using
the photoconductivity decay curve. Photocarriers

were generated by pulsed laser irradiation of the inves
tigated MS area with a wavelength of 1.06 μm. The
effective NCC lifetime was measured by an MF1535
standard [3]. The level of the initial point on the decay
curve was 0.7 of the photoconductivity signal and the
level of the final point, 0.7/e of it. This allowed us to
exclude the effect of higher modes and transient pro
cesses related to the switching of electronics, which
are the drawback of this standard.
We recorded the effective NCC lifetimes corre
sponding to 2 × 2mm sequential MS surface areas
comparable with a light spot diameter of 2 mm.
The main criteria for separating the types of grain
boundaries in MS were regularities of the variation in
the NCC lifetime distribution in the bulk of MS and
features of the defectsensitive relief, which were
revealed using a JXA8200 electron probe Xray
microanalyzer and an atomic force microscope after
multistage metallographic etching. We recorded topo
graphic features of the microrelief of the MS crystal
surfaces treated in a selective etch. To study the mor
phological features, the MS samples were mechani
cally polished with diamond paste and then treated in
a polishing etch (HF and HNO3) for 2–3 min at room
temperature. The duration of multistage layerby
layer selective acid etching for 2 min with a Desha etch
was chosen experimentally and, depending on the
impurity contents in the MS samples, was 20 min for
scrap MS and 2–4 min for MS from the metallurgical
raw material [4]. The aim of etching was to form a
defectsensitive surface relief for further investigation
and separation of grain boundary types in MS by elec
tron probe Xray microanalysis (EPMA) and atomic
force microscopy (AFM).
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General parameters of multicrystalline silicon
Crystal
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Charge carrier
mobility, cm2/(V s)
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type
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
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The Krs 145 sample macrostructure (Fig. 1a) con
sists of even columns of large crystallites with contin
uous straight boundaries. Such a structure occupies
over 80% of the ingot. The average NCC lifetime mea
sured along the direction marked in Fig. 1a is 14.2 μs.
It can be seen that sharp changes in τ are observed in
areas 4 with τmin = 8.8 μs and 10 with τmax = 25 μs. It
can be seen in the image of the Krs 145 crystal surface
(Fig. 1a) that area 4 has no visible grain boundaries,

(a)

τ, μs

τ, μs

The electrical parameters of MS strongly depend
on the degree of silicon purity and are structuresensi
tive; therefore, in addition to the corresponding clean
ing of silicon, it is necessary to pay special attention to
the MS structure, forming it during directional crys
tallization such as to a largegrained column ingot
grown with the minimum number of grain boundaries
and the maximum homogeneous distribution of elec
trical characteristics.
The main electrical characteristics of the investi
gated MS ingots are given in the table. To study the
effect of grain boundaries on the main electrical
parameter of MS, i.e., the NCC lifetime, we used the
contactless measuring method, which allowed us to
follow the NCC lifetime variation depending on the
presence of grain boundaries of different types in the
investigated areas. The effective NCC lifetime directly
depends on the surface texture and defects and is
merely one of the components of the bulk NCC life

time for a limited investigated crystal surface area.
Upon movement of the Taumer2M probe with a step
of 2 mm the value of τ changes, which is related to the
crystal structure and distribution of impurities in the
bulk and on the surface of the investigated area. The
measurements of τ were performed on the surfaces of
the samples of an MS longitudinal length cut along the
ingot growth axis. Figure 1 shows scanned images of
surface fragments for the Krs 145 and Krs 26n samples
with different microstructures corresponding to the
NCC lifetimes measured in them.
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Fig. 1. NCC life time distribution in areas 1–13 shown by dashed lines in sample images in the ingot growth axis direction for
(a) Krs 145 and (b) Krs 26n. Stepbystep measurement areas are 2 × 2 mm square, according to a measuring probe size of 2 × 2 mm
and a step of 2 mm.
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Fig. 2. Grain boundaries in multisilicon: (a, f) backscattered electron images of the Krs 145 and Krs 26n MS surfaces polished
with diamond paste, (b, d, e) grain boundary AFM images at large magnification, and (c) backscattered electron image of surface f after
etching.

since it belongs completely to a large crystallite;
area 10, on the contrary, includes individual grains
and, consequently, grain boundaries.
For the Krs 26n sample (Fig. 1b), the average value
of τ is much smaller than that for the Krs 145 sample
and amounts to 2.9 μs. In areas 10 and 12, the mini
mum (τ = 0.3 μs) and maximum (τmax = 4.3 μs) NCC
lifetimes were detected. As in the Krs 145 sample, the
area with the minimum NCC lifetime contains a
smaller number of visible grain boundaries on the sam
ple macrostructure image: area 10 includes 3 grains and
area 12, 5 grains (Fig. 1b).
The boundaries separating the neighboring grains
and misoriented with respect to each other and to the
plane parallel to the growth direction by an angle
exceeding 5°–7° are considered to be general bound
aries (GBs) [5]. Since the misorientation of neighbor
ing crystallites on the surface treated with the 10%
aqueous solution of KOH manifests itself as grey grain
contrast, one can clearly see the GBs on the MS sur
face. In the image of the MS macrostructure (Figs. 1a
and 1b), they can be seen as the boundaries between
grey regions of different intensities. The boundaries in
MS were studied in more detail by EPMA and AFM
together with the use of selective acid etching tech
niques. The structural investigations allowed us to
reveal the grain boundary types and their quantitative
and morphological characteristics in the investigated

areas of both crystals. The areas corresponding to the
minimum NCC lifetime (4 and 10 in the Krs 145 and
Krs 26n crystals, respectively) contain an enhanced
number (no less than 4) of special subgrain boundaries
(sBs). The number of GBs in these areas is no more
than 2. Moreover, in the areas with the maximum
NNC lifetime (10 and 13 in the Krs 145 and Krs 26n
crystals, respectively) the presence of GBs does not
significantly affect the measured quantity. These areas
are characterized by the absence of crossing sBs
(sBs(cr)). The distribution of the effective lifetime over
the MS surface is undoubtedly related to the presence
of grain boundaries in the investigated areas. Obvi
ously, the effect of any boundary on NCClifetime
degradation depends, first of all, on the type of bound
ary. The negative effect of GBs on τ is smaller than that
of special boundaries. The structural features of gen
eral and special grain boundaries were investigated by
EPMA and AFM. Two types of GBs were revealed:
linearized and break boundaries. They are denoted in
Figs. 2a and 2f as GB(l) and GB(b), respectively. Fig
ures 2b and 2d present AFM images of these bound
aries. In the images of polished MS surfaces (Figs. 2a
and 2f), along with GBs, twin boundaries (tBs) are
shown and an AFM image of this type of boundaries is
presented (Fig. 2e).
Having estimated the contrast of neighboring crys
tallites separated by the linearized GB, one can see
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that neighboring crystallites are less misoriented with
respect to each other than crystallites with a common
break boundary. This phenomenon can be observed by
a change in the image contrast of neighboring crystal
lites [6]. In the AFM image of GB(l) in Fig. 2b, one
can see morphological differences between neighbor
ing crystallites. On the surface of the crystallite shown
below the boundary, nanosized globules are observed
arranged mainly in a staggered order, while the surface
of the upper crystallite consists of extended grooves
arranged in the same way. The boundary line on the
etched surface retains its linearity and the boundary
regions are dissolved during etching, as can be seen in
the AFM image obtained at a magnification of 3000
(Fig. 2b). The surface relief profile indicates that the
surface of the upper crystallite has a pronounced relief
related, most probably, to microdefects easily identi
fied as etching wells. The feature of this boundary type
is that areas with the strongest bonds are stable against
acids, while the boundary areas of neighboring grains
are etched stronger than the boundary. The surface
relief along the line crossing the boundary in Fig. 2b
indicates that both neighboring grains are equidistant
from the boundary top by 40–50 nm. The boundary is
asymmetrical in cross section and consists of two con
jugated parts, each having a structure caused by the
crystallographic features of an adjacent grain. Thus, if
the bonds at the boundary are stronger than those in
the boundary layer of the grain, then during etching
the boundary line is dissolved slower than the neigh
boring parts of the grains. Therefore, the linearized
GB has its own structure. In multisilicon from metal
lurgical grade silicon (Krs 26n, Fig. 2f), the grain
boundaries of this type in the ingot cross section are
almost always homogeneously (except for defect areas
and dislocations) conjugated areas of neighboring
crystallite structures forming a continuous boundary
line (linearized GB). Microdefects at the boundaries
revealed by etching (arbitrary etching wells) do not
affect the shape and direction of the boundary itself.
Most likely, they reveal areas of weak conjugation of
the planes of neighboring grains the characteristic fea
ture of which is various lattice disturbances. The
enhanced microdefect concentration in the grain
areas is characteristic, as a rule, of one of the two
neighboring grains separated by the linearized GB.
Grains separated by the linearized GBs (Figs. 2a
and 2f) are of contrasting colors, i.e., misoriented with
respect to each other. In both cases, the boundary lines
retain their linearity up to the next triple boundary
joint.
Another type of GB observed in MS is break GBs
shown in Figs. 2e and 2f and in the AFM image
(Fig. 2d). The direction of a boundary or its shift
changes stepwise, which results in the formation of so
called facets of different sizes depending on the
boundary shift. In many cases, the faceted GSs(b) can
be accompanied by twin boundaries. Figure 2d pre
sents a fragment of the GB(b) for the case of strong
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AFM magnification. The plane of the etched surface
of the grain located below the boundary is lower than
the upper grain by 42.2 nm; the boundary line in itself
is a thin face between the etched planes of the neigh
boring grain surfaces. In the upper grain, one can see
dense rows of dislocation lines along the boundary (in
this case, it is reasonable to call the boundary the break
line or break boundary), which confirms the obliga
tory participation of dislocations in the development
of boundaries of this type. The stronger misorientation
of the neighboring grains, the stronger the boundary is
etched. Figures 2c and 2f show the Krs 26n MS surface
before and after etching; in comparison with other
boundaries on the surface after etching, break bound
aries are the most etched. It means that these bound
aries have the highest defect density among all bound
aries. Indeed, in the backscattered electron image of
the polished MS surface, one can see microinclusions
(bright areas) localized along the GDs(b) [7]. During
etching, microinclusions together with other possible
microdefects form grooves and cracks on the sample
surface (Fig. 2c).
There are twin boundaries of two types in MS:
coherent and incoherent [8]. They can form associa
tions of parallel coherent boundaries conjugated by
incoherent ones. In this case, neighboring blocks are
misoriented and the electrical properties of MS
sharply degrade. In particular, in areas 5–9 and 11–13
on the NCC lifetime distribution curve for Krs 145
(Fig. 1a) and in areas 5–10 and 13 on the curve for Krs
26n (Fig. 1b) aggregates of twin boundaries are
observed. After etching, twin boundaries look like even
grooves with planeparallel walls. Grain texture rough
ness remains invariable on both sides of the boundaries,
especially in scrap MS, i.e. Krs 145 (Fig. 2e).
Along with GBs or grain boundaries separating
areas with different crystallographic parameters, there
are boundaries inside grains or socalled special
boundaries with a misorientation angle of less than 5°.
They are formed by the subsequent motion of disloca
tion planes (networks) within one grain that separate
its parts into areas deviated by a small angle. The dis
location networks contracted in lines along the
GBs(b) form special concomitant subgrain boundaries
(sBs(co)), which exist in all MS samples. In scrap MS,
they are met very rarely, while in MS from metallurgi
cal silicon, in each sample. In Krs 26n, these bound
aries contain impurity inclusions localized at disloca
tions (Fig. 3a). Special boundaries can not only be
localized along the GBs(b) but also cross grain areas.
As a rule, they represent etching wells arranged in
series on dislocations and connected by the subgrain
shift plane line at a small angle. The crossing subgrain
boundaries connect the opposite grain sides and are
effective sinks for impurities and defects. Special
sBs(cr) appear when the GB(b) bending curvature
cannot be compensated by twinning or facets; then, its
start is determined by the step top and the finish, by
the opposite boundary (Fig. 3b). Such boundaries can
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Fig. 3. Backscattered electron images of special grain boundaries on the surface of the longitudinal cut of Krs 26n MS: (a) sB(co)
concomitant and (b) crossing boundary sB(cr).

be observed only after etching the MS surface, since
they yield no image contrast on a polished and
untreated surface. The possibilities of local EPMA in
determining the chemical composition of the surface
are restricted by limiting impurity concentrations;
however, the sharp contrast of etching wells on sBs(cr),
which is not related to the crystallographic parame
ters, makes us conclude that the crossing boundaries
contain impurities in low concentrations [8]. Special
crossing boundaries are geometrically required to
compensate GB(b) bent contours in small grains or for
the replacement of the GB in triple boundary joints for
the case of broken linearity of grain sides or strong dis
tortions of evenness of GB lines at bending points.

and microinclusions. Special boundaries and other
microdefects are observed at the bending points of
break boundaries and are effective sinks for impurities,
which strongly affects the distribution of the electrical
properties in the bulk of an ingot. Thus, for the case of
growing MS crystals by the Bridgman–Stockbarger
technique, certain crystallization conditions should be
satisfied at which large crystallites, mainly with linear
ized general boundaries, can be directed vertically. In
addition, it is important to control impurity contents
in the initial melt which are responsible for the occur
rence of microinclusions and their distribution over
the grain boundaries in MS.
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